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N E W S L E T T E R

Introduction of our
three new OUI Inc.
members!

Newly Joined Members

  First up, we have Ms. Koharu Tozawa. Originally from Toyohashi, Aichi,
Japan, she graduated from faculty of Environment and Information Studies
at Keio University, where she also studied the Korean language and studied
abroad at Korea University last year. She excelled as an intern at OUI Inc.
last year and was captivated by the company's environment where each
member can play an active role, leading her to officially join the company as
a full-time employee this April. Currently, she is working as a business
associate, engaging in various tasks such as domestic sales and conference
preparations. Her goals include further proficiency in Korean and acquiring
expertise in other languages, with an aspiration to contribute to OUI Inc.'s
expansion into Korea.
  Second, we have Dr. Rohan Khemlani. He has a diverse international
background, having lived in countries like India, Russia, Japan, and Hungary
since childhood. Fluent in multiple languages, he graduated from an
international school in Sapporo, Japan and obtaining his medical degree at a
Hungarian medical university. After graduating, he returned to Japan with a
strong desire to contribute to the healthcare industry and joined OUI Inc.
from this April. Currently, he is involved in overseas sales activities and
writing papers on SEC-related topics. He aims to deepen his knowledge of
the medical device industry and further improve his Japanese language
skills.
   Lastly, we have Mr. Hiroki Nishimura, who is a certified orthoptist who
conducted research on the impact of digital devices, such as smartphones,
on vision while working as a certified orthoptist in university
hospitals/clinics during his graduate studies. With a  strong interest in OUI
Inc. since his student days, he seized the opportunity to join the company in
April this year. Currently, he combines his expertise as a certified orthoptist
to engage in sales activities at OUI Inc. Furthermore, he also works as a
research associate at Keio University. He is dedicated to promoting the
adoption of certified orthoptist in at-home medical care, driven by the low
implementation rate of ophthalmic examinations in such settings.
 With the addition of these three new members, OUI Inc. will continue to
grow and strive towards its goal of reducing global blindness by 50%.

Three new members joined OUI
Inc. in April this year! And we’re
thrilled to introduce them to you!



  Through our Smart Eye Camera,
OUI Inc.'s vision is to reduce blindness
in the world by 50% by 2025 by
delivering appropriate diagnoses to
patients who have not been able to
receive eyecare.
 So far, we have conducted various
pilot projects in more than 20
countries around the world, including
Asia and Africa, in cooperation with
local ophthalmologists, NGOs,
medical institutions, and international
organizations.
  The internationally recognized CE
marking is expected to further
increase the recognition and
confidence in the Smart Eye Camera,
not only in the European market but
also in Asia and Africa.

  In our current corporate stage, the
pilot projects are necessary to
understand the obstacles of
developing countries where our
product may flourish to help the
maximum number of people in need.
   That is why we ask for help, offer for
future collaboration from all of you,
our possible partner, to get the Smart
Eye Camera delivered all across the
globe to get the proper diagnoses and
treatment that all people deserve!CONTACT: 

Department of Global Business, OUI Inc.
Shintaro Nakayama: p.shintaro@ouiinc.jp
Rina Ishimaru: ri.univ8@gmail.com

MORE INFO: 
Website: https://ouiinc.jp/en
Medium: https://oui-eng2019.medium.com/

LET'S COLLABORATE!
FEEL FREE TO CONTACT
US!
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